Name: _____________________________________________________

Date: _______

FARMER TICE VOCAB. 1
1. another word for "gully"

2. made a complete mess of things

3. military toilet facility

4. not real of authentic

5. He has a business __________.

6. brings bad luck

7. fit of rage, or long & angry speech

8. sent away for good or a long time

9. advanced; fancified; complicated

10. floored him with an

11. in business to sell

12. person with nowhere to go

13. tonic, medicine, or potion

14. greeted with a warm _____________

15. What in ____________ is going on here!

16. I am very _______ of that man over there.

17. tearing down; destruction; the _______ derby

18. Farmer Tice ______ from going to work in the city.

19. the show must go on

20. a bad case of __________

21. cover the boxes with that ___________

22. don't cut yourself while __________

23. _____nonsense; _______ terror;

24. she's rolling in the mud

25. pig family

26. entering the military

27. well known in a field or profession

28. sad; mournful; sorrowful

29. worked very long & hard

30. nonsense; horse hockey

Name: _____________________________________________________

Date: _______

FARMER TICE VOCAB. 1
1. another word for "gully"
REVINE
2. made a complete mess of things
FIASCO
3. military toilet facility
LATRINE
4. not real of authentic
ARTIFICIAL
5. He has a business __________.
ACUMEN
6. brings bad luck
JINX
7. fit of rage, or long & angry speech
TIRADE
8. sent away for good or a long time
EXILED
9. advanced; fancified; complicated
SOPHISTICATED
10. floored him with an
UPPERCUT
11. in business to sell
ENTREPRENEURS
12. person with nowhere to go
VAGRANT

13. tonic, medicine, or potion
ELIXIR
14. greeted with a warm _____________
RECEPTION
15. What in ____________ is going on here!
TARNATION
16. I am very _______ of that man over there.
SUSPECIOUS
17. tearing down; destruction; the _______ derby
DEMOLITION
18. Farmer Tice ______ from going to work in the city.
ABSTAINED
19. the show must go on
MOTTO
20. a bad case of __________
GOUT
21. cover the boxes with that ___________
TARP
22. don't cut yourself while __________
WHITTLING
23. _____nonsense; _______ terror;
SHEER
24. she's rolling in the mud
SOW
25. pig family
SWINE

26. entering the military
INDUCTION
27. well known in a field or profession
DISTINGUISHED
28. sad; mournful; sorrowful
DOLEFUL
29. worked very long & hard
TOILED
30. nonsense; horse hockey
HOKUM

abstained
acumen
artificial
demolition
distinguished
dolefully

elixir
entrepreneurs
exiled
fiasco
gout
hokum
induction
jinx
latrine

motto
ravine
reception
sheer
sophisticated
sow
suspicious
swine
tarnation
tarp
tirade

toiled
uppercut
vagrant
whittling

